
Hi,

Thanks for the chapter 5.

Enclosed few comments for the version on Mars 25th
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/ReteQuarkonii/SWGReviewCoordiatnion

Regards, Ginés

#2458 remove subsection "5.1 Introduction"

#2459 "Quarkonia ( ..."

#2465-66 My understanding was that J/psi should melt at the same temperature as 
the upsilon(2S).

#2473 it is matter of taste but instead of "in high-sqrt(S)" it is more precise "in LHC 
collisions"

#2475 "collision history" ==> "collisions evolution"

#2480  "in section 3"

#2494-99 refer to RAA definition in section 3

#2507-12 refer to v2 definition in section 4

#2521-22 "higher" and "larger"

#2536-39  I think one should mention the pT cut on the charmonium measurements 
by ATLAS and CMS.

#2546 "This section..."

#2550 remove "for recombination"

#2568 mas units GeV/c2

Table 15, can a reference be added to the caption?

#2572 "In a QGP"

#2620 I think it is worth to mention that the measurement of the feed-down from 
higher resonance is a crucial measurement.
Namely, the recent measurements of the LHCb have modified the interpretation of 
the upsilon data at LHC.

#2632 I am a little bit confused here. In this sentence you refer to CNM, ans the 
produced hadron (comovers) is mentioned. I do not think the comover is a CNM, 
right?
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#2638 "here" ==> Fig 76

#2638-52 I have the impression these lines can be reduced to one single sentence, 
given the proper references to section 1 and 3.

#2660 "here" ==> be more precise, please.

figure 76, please quote the energy and system in the caption.

#2711 "in a QGP"

#2713 section ?

#2714 move [646] at the end of the sentence.

#2723-24 I think "low" and "high" are not precise. The important quantity is the ratio 
between the (light) hadron and charm yields.
I propose " at energies below LHC energy, where the charm yield are small,  .... 
while for LHC energies, the charms yields are larger, about % level of the hadronic 
yields, and the charmonium yield is enhanced.

#2736 I understand the important quantity is the rapidity charm density (dsigma/dy).

#2739 Sec. [? ] remember to use \sect{} command

#2742 "TFdebye his in" ???

#2751 Section [? ]

eq 51 define all the parameters, namely gamma_Q

#2783 GeV/c2

#2815 J/psi ==> "into charmonium"

#2823 are SBS and WBS defined above?

#2843 One can mention here that the flat behaviour should dissappear at higher 
energies, or at low pT (or high pT)

#2869 multiple fm/c???

#2875 Could you explain what is "non-equilibrium (anisotropic) rate fot quarkonium 
decays"?

#2881 remove "3d"

#2895 perhaps it could be mentioned that for this reason the SH model is 
independent on the CNM effects.



#2913 It should be mentioned that you refere to LHC energies.

#2915-21 These lines are confusing.  Why shadowing is not considered (#2920)?
You are ou talking about shadowing on the open charm production, right? It should 
be mentioned.
Shadowing effect on the charm production cross-section should always be 
considered.

#2933 use same notation as in section 7 "Run1", "Run2" etc ...

#2933 remove "short"

#2968 "down to pT=0."

#2992 quote the energy, since "Pb -Pb energy" will be ambiguous very soon.

#3015 "section ??

#3032 "in the experimental data."

#3062" this is true for light quarks and gluons".
For charm is slightly different since the transfer of v2 to the charm takes some time 
and the presence of v2 in the j/psi probes the fromation of the jpsi via recombination 
in later stages of the collision evolution.

#3078 Can you clarify what you mean by "path-length dependent suppression" 
please?

#3115-16 I am not sure. Error bars are large.  Where is the problem with the 
theoretical models here?

#3153 "regeneration" is seen as a "disadvantage". I do not agree. It is 
complementary and I would say that regeneration enrich the physics message.

#3157-59 I would put more emphasis on the importance of the feed-down 
measurement.

#3171-76 I understand that this model assume dissociation of  the Upsilon(1S) in the 
medium. this should be mentioned. What would happens if one assume that Upsilon 
1S is not dissociated?

#3223 "Fig. ??",  "and ??"

#3228 "Section 3"

#3244-47 I do not agree with this statement.
These values agree in 1sigma!!
What is important is the pT evolution pattern which are opposite.



#3277 in a QGP

#3288 "if measured down to pT=0, ..."
---


